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Polystyrene (PS) beads are a new kind of spherical and 
functional polymer material developed in recent years.1 Due 
to their properties such as biocompatibility, non-toxicity, high 
surface area, strong adsorption ability, and chemical inertness, 
PS beads have been widely used in various academic and 
practical fields.2 PS nanoparticles with bioconjugates are 
especially being increasingly used as tools in various appli
cations, including drug delivery systems, medical diagnostic 
tests, and cellular imaging.3 The particles can be prepared by 
immobilizing proteins on solid surfaces through entrapment, 
adsorption, and covalent bonding.4 Among these methods, 
physical adsorption is the simplest, and it requires the mildest 
experimental conditions for obtaining a protein-nanoparticle 
complex.5 The stability of PS nanoparticle-proteins in the 
immobilization process is, however, sensitive to various factors 
such as the concentration of the electrolyte, the pH of the 
buffer, the PsI of the proteins, and the coverage of the protein 
on the nanoparticles.6 Due to these sensitivities, it is very 
tricky to prepare a stable protein adsorbent PS nanoparticle 
without flocculation and the PS nanoparticles are generally 
prepared using a flocculation test.7

Generally, when the part of PS nanoparticle surface is 
covered with proteins after the addition of limited amount of 
protein, the PS nanoparticles will flocculate surgically. The 
flocculators are induced through mixing and high collision 
frequency between the proteins on PS nanoparticles and the 
surface of other PS nanoparticles, and therefore, through rapid 
particle growth.8 However, the entire surface of PS nano
particles will be covered with protein after the excess addition 
of the adsorbent proteins in preparing PS conjugated with 
proteins, which makes the nanoparticles disperse well without 
a flocculation test.9 This method will be ineffective, however, 
if expensive proteins such as monoclonal antibodies will be 
used. One challenge, using the limited amount of expensive 
protein, is to discover a simple method of preparing PS nano
particle proteins that resists flocculation while maintaining 
suspension stability and functionality.

Herein, we describe that a rare amount of proteins, such as 
monoclonal antibodies, can be easily conjugated on the nano
particles with the successive addition of excess mock proteins 
such as casein and sonication. A flocculated PS nanoparticles 
functionalized with limited amount of protein were dispersed 
via sonication, but they flocculated again after several mi- 
nutes.10 By the way, we found that the flocculate was dispersed 
clearly via sonication with prior addition of excess bovine 

serum albumin (BSA) and the dispersed PS nanoparticle was 
stable for more than two weeks. This inspired us to solve the 
limitation of the previous tricky problems in preparing high- 
cost protein-PS nanoparticles. A rare amount of proteins, such 
as monoclonal antibodies, can be easily conjugated on the 
nanoparticles with the successive addition of excess proteins 
such as BSA or casein and sonication. BSA and casein are 
selected as the excess proteins because they are the most 
frequently and commonly used proteins for the blocking pur
pose in immunoassays. In immunoassays such as Western 
blotting and ELISA, the blocking of vacant area (nitrocell
ulose in Western blotting, and polystyrene in ELISA) after the 
adsorption of the preceding protein is one of the major steps. 
BSA and casein are generally used for this purpose. The prece
ding proteins span any kinds of proteins from hormones to 
antibodies. Therefore, BSA and casein would be the most 
acceptable second proteins which can be applied to our 
method. The new method is described in Scheme 1.

The method has possibilities that antibodies conjugated on 
nanoparticle were detached and deactivated in preparing 
processes. Firstly, to prove the concept and eliminate the pos
sibility of the detachment, FITC (fluorescein isothiocyanate)- 
labeled BSA was prepared as the model for high-cost proteins 
such as monoclonal antibodies.11 One mg of PS nanoparticles 
was flocculated with the addition of 50 卩g of FITC-labeled 
BSA in 1 mL of PBS. After total flocculation, another 2 mg of 
the excess unlabeled BSA was added to every 150 卩L of the 
flocculated mixture. The control group was washed with repeat
ed centrifugation and re-suspension with 1 mL of PBS after 
simple vortex mixing. The mixture of this group was still tur
bid, though, as shown in Fig. 1 (a)-i. The experimental group 
was sonicated before the washing step, which made the mix
ture transparent [Fig. 1 (a)-ii]. The relative fluorescence unit 
(RFU) of each group was measured with a fluorometer after 
the final washing. Compared with the control group, which 
was not sonicated at all, the experimental group showed an 
RFU with a decrease of only 2.19% [Fig. 1 (b)]. The results 
showed that the FITC-labeled BSA in the flocculate was not 
detached with the addition of the excess unlabeled BSA and 
the succeeding sonication. The results mean that a rare amount 
of proteins, such as monoclonal antibodies, can be easily con
jugated on the nanoparticles with the successive addition of 
excess proteins such as casein and sonication without detach
ment as depicted in Scheme 1.

However, it is possible that the excess amount of additional
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Scheme 1. Schematic model for the method of preparing PS nanoparticles with conjugated monoclonal antibodies via excess proteins such as 
casein and sonication.

protein and suceeding sonication in this method could induce 
notable deactivation of the adsorbent protein on the PS nano
particle. Using the antigen-antibody interaction as a model, 
the retainment of the antibody function was examined to 
elucidate this possibility. A stable PS nanoparticle conjugated 
with anti-human serum albumin (HSA) polyclonal antibodies 
from rabbits was prepared through flocculation via the addi
tion of the antibodies and through deflocculation via the 
successive addition of casein and sonication as described 
above. The BSA was substituted with casein in this experi
ment to prevent any cross-binding between the BSA and the 
HSA. Also, PS nanoparticles attached with a limited amount 
of only casein or a non-specific-antibody (rabbit total IgG)

were prepared for comparisons. Each PS nanoparticle group 
was mixed with FITC-conjugated HSA and incubated for two 
hours, after which it was harvested via centrifugation by 
28,500x g for one hour at 4 oC. The pellet was re-suspended 
with PBST (PBS with 0.05% T디veen 20) and centrifuged again. 
This washing step was repeated three times to remove the 
unbound FITC-conjugated HSA. The fluorescence of each PS 
nanoparticle group was measured at 518 nm, and the results 
are summarized in Fig. 2. Compared with the fluorescence of 
the PS nanoparticles without IgG or with non-specific total 
rabbit IgG, that of the PS nanoparticle with anti-HSA rabbit 
antibodies had an almost 10 times and an almost 26 times 
higher intensity, respectively, which shows that the defloccu
lation process does not affect the functionality of anti-HSA 
antibodies. So, we could prepare the PS nanoparticle conjugated 
with antibody without the detachment and the disfuctionalities 
of the antibody.

This method can be expanded to prepare the PS nano
particle conjugated with a other proteins. To test the generality 
of our method, we prepared a IgG-conjugated PS nanopar
ticles from commercially available nanoparticles. Anti-PSA 
(prostate-specific antigen) monoclonal antibody (Biodesign) 
was conjugated on amine-reactive PS nanoparticles (Molecular 
Probes) according to the manufacturer's instructions. We in
troduced smaller amount of IgG than suggested by instruc

Figure 1. (a) PS nanoparticles were flocculated with FITC-labeled 
BSA. After the addition of the excess amount of unlabeled BSA, the 
mixture was vortex-mixed (i) or sonicated (ii). (b) The maintenance 
of the fluorescence of the PS nanoparticles was measured after they 
were washed to remove unbound proteins.

Conj니gated protein on PS nanoparticles

Figure 2. Fluorescence intensity of FITC-labeled HSA bound to PS 
nanoparticles functionalized with only casein, non-specific antibody 
pool, or anti-HSA antibody.
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tions, and there happened visible flocculation as predicted 
from the instruction. The flocculation was successfully dis
solved through excess addition of casein and sonication, and 
we confirmed that the PS nanoparticle congugated with anti
body was stable for several days and could specifically bind to 
PSA. Therefore, an IgG-attached PS nanoparticle can be pre
pared very easily with this process of flocculation followed by 
deflocculation, without using a huge amount of IgG to obtain 
dispersed nanoparticles. In spite of using PS nanoparticle bea
ring different surface functionalities and size and target pro
teins, our method provides a general scheme for preparing 
stable bio-conjugated PS nanoparticles, which is very impor
tant because previous method must carefully control the experi
metal conditions such as salt condition, pH, and concentration 
of proteins to prepare bio-conjugated PS nanoparticles without 
flocculation.

In summary, we prepared stable bio-conjugated PS nanopar
ticles using the successive addition of excess mock proteins 
such as casein and sonication. This method can offer a general 
scheme for preparing a stable and dispersed PS nanoparticle 
conjugated with expensive rare proteins and dramatically 
improving the simplicity than with the conventional method 
using a flocculation test. This simplicity is important in using 
PS nanoparticle-protein conjugates for drug delivery systems, 
medical diagnostic tests, separation media, and cellular imaging, 
among others. In addition, this method might be applicable to 
the preparation not only of other polymer nanoparticle bio-con
jugates but also of silica and metal nanoparticle bio-conjugates.

Experiments

The synthesis of PS nanoparticles. PS nanoparticles were 
synthesized by emulsion polymerization.12 20 g of styrene 
monomer (Sigma Aldrich), 0.1 g of divinylbenzene (Sigma 
Aldrich), and 360 mg of sodium dodecyl sulfate (Sigma 
Aldrich) were added to 250 mL of distilled water and stirred at 
250 rpm for 2 hr at room temperature. The following poly
merization process was performed at 70 oC overnight in the 
presence of 50 mg of potassium peroxosulfate (Sigma Aldrich) 
with nitrogen purging. The average diameter of PS nanopar
ticle was measured to be 110 nm by dynamic light scattering 
(DLS-700, Otsuka Electronics Co. Ltd., Kyoto, Japan) which 
generates the hydrodynamic diameters (Dh) of PS nanopar
ticles with polydispersity. The morphology of synthesized PS 
nanoparticle was observed with Sirion scanning electron 
microscope (FEI Company). PS nanoparticle emulsion was 
placed on a piece of silicon wafer and allowed to be air-dried 
at room temperature before Au sputtering.

The determination of dispersity of synthesized PS nano
particles. The monodispersity of synthesized PS nanoparticles 
were determined by calculating the degree of polydispersity 
(Pd) coefficient of variations. The area mean ((d 2)1/2, Jn^), 
length mean diameters (d , dnl) of nanoparticles, and standard 
deviation (o) were used to the calculation of degree of poly
dispersity and coefficient of variation by following equations:

The polydispersity (Pd) value of the PS nanoparticles was 
determined as 1.005.

Preparation of bio-conjugate polystyrene beads. Small 
amount of target protein was conjugated on PS nanoparticles 
as follows. One mg of PS nanoparticles was flocculated with 
the addition of 50 卩g of target protein (FITC-labeled BSA, 
HSA, IgG, rabit total IgG respectively) in 1 mL of PBS or 
distilled water. After total floc o lation, another 20 mg of BSA 
or casein was added to the flocculated mixture. The mixture 
was still turbid at this step. This mixture was sonicated for five 
seconds with 0.5 sec intervals at 1/10 of total output (7 W, 20 
kHz) by a tip-sonicator (Sonopuls HD2070, Bandelin GmbH 
& Co., KG). The cleared mixture was harvested via centrifu
gation by 28,500x g for one hour at 4 oC. The pellet was 
re-suspended with PBST (PBS with 0.05% Tween 20) and 
centrifuged again. This washing step was repeated three to 
five times to remove any unbound protein. PBS was used for 
the final resuspension.
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